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Three years ago, I drove by a church. I remember looking at it,
thinking that there was something particularly refreshing about the
building. The courtyard surprised me—it wasn't boxed in with staunch
brick garden walls and a typical wood shake roof. Instead, it was simply
framed in a concrete screen with immense openings that allowed the space
to reach out and sunlight to stream in. I thought it was curious that it
had no ceiling until I thought about the sky...This passing moment initiated
a search to understand the power of the wall as a way to realize space and
communicate the life that it holds.
A thesis, I have come to feel, explores questions and potentials.
It is not a book or a building, but instead the process of looking, asking
and testing. It is a way to examine fundamental ideas to strengthen my own
philosophies and beliefs and lead me to new directions. It is not the
culmination of my education, but a bright moment at its beginning.
This book is an attempt to document many of the basic issues
that I have sought to understand. It is not a two-part proposition of
content and project, but an effort to explore throughout. The value to
me is not only in the specific instance, but in the generalities that I
may always draw and learn from. This, in all, is only one concern and
pursuit, as my interests are in the whole of an architecture; to be able
to approach it and perhaps achieve it, in the highest ideals.
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Since the inside is different from the outside, the wall—the point
of change—becomes an architectural event. Architecture occurs at the
meeting of interior and exterior forces of space and use.
Robert Venturi

Thesis Statement
The design and expression of space demands an understanding of the
nature of walls, to convey intent.

Thesis Project
A visitor center for the Flathead Lake and Valley, located in
Poison, Montana.
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Introduction
Architecture, I believe, however it is thought about, defined, or
immortalized, is a complex product both generated and expressive of the
human experience in an environment. Man gives it existence as he
possesses the ability to comprehend, communicate, and alter the phenomenon
of that environment. Through these abilities the manipulation of space
and substance becomes more than a search for shelter, it becomes a means
to understand life. Basic physical well-being may constitute shelter,
whereas attitude and idea, in light of needs, yields form and architecture.
The Japanese prophet, Okakuro Kakago expressed in his book, The Book
of Tea, that the reality of experience lies not in the floor, roof or
walls of a room, but instead in the space itself.1 It is the quality and
condition of space which shapes an understanding of human event. As
man resides in it, and not matter, that abstract notion modifies the
physical, psychological, or philosophical view of life. The history of
architecture reveals the quest to understand, control, and express this
fleeting concept.
As space is a non-physical entity—an idea, its perception can only
be found in real things, it is conveyed through objects.2 To design, an
architect must address the idea of it. For man, he must translate the
idea to reality. Perhaps this is the measure of architecture, composing
physical objects to establish form, expressive of the ideal. Christian
Norberg-Schulz has in fact, pointed out the basic weakness of the modern
period in their approach to deal with abstract space as opposed to concrete
substance or the constructed reality which can correspond to the human
need for identification.3' In turn, I conclude that effective design includes
not only an understanding of the concept and idealism, but the comprehen
sion of the physical reality that conveys it.
To provide for mans' well being, the built environment defines space
to satisfy and stimulate his needs, desire, and spirit. Space, to this
end is delimited and shaped, the approximation of which is generated in the
concept of a place—the intentions of it, and for it. These parameters

combine the function and the poetic alike.
A wall, as an idea-form and substance, is one way to define space
perceptually and meaningfully. It is a fundamental element of building
by observation alone, as its importance resides both in its objective
quality, and as a tool to achieve an idea. Berlage, in his own words,
relates their presence; "The art of the master builder lies in this:
the creation of space, not the sketching of facades. A spatial envelope
is established by means of walls, whereby a space or series of spaces is
manifested according to the complexity of the walling."
It is from this idealism that I have come to feel that the design
and expression of space, so necessary yet so abstract demands an under
standing of the nature of walls—their essence, actions, and ramifications.
If intent is to be conveyed effectively, a designer must grasp the means
to achieve the goal. That intent, bespeaks the totality of experience.

It is apparent that walls are a fundamental topic of architecture,
an understanding of which is diverse, and subject to freeing oneself
of preconceptions. This thesis, as a result, is an exploration. The
task involves a search for a general nature that rises from specific
variety. This nature, by definition, is an essence of the idea. It is
here that more thoughtful questions may be uncovered.
The building itself is an attempt to deal with and illustrate the
ideas brought out of the thesis. It is an application and demonstration
of the principles and concepts found, in a viable project. The thesis
as a whole, is to explore and define questions, and present a solution,
such that in the process new questions may be posed. It is only a
beginning.

A wall, by common
Wall, n.: a work or a
raised to some height,
inclosure,...., to get
to inclose with a wall

exclaimer is defined in Webster's Dictionary.
structure of stone, brick or other materials,
and intended for defense, security or for an
the advantage of, or mastery over. Wall, v.:
or as with a wall.

This begins to reveal the basic nature of a wall, its composition,
action and even implication. The limiting factor of the definition
above, I think is the exclusion of space (even though it is implied) as
space and walls are indisolveably linked. So too, articulation is
infinite in variety, and its general basis must therefore be found
apart from broad definition, in the understanding of the complete
situation. An in-depth examination of a wall as a phenomenological and
conceptual entity provides the background to deal with these and more
in-depth issues.

To approach such a fundamental topic the most basic questions will
be perhaps the most fruitful. What is a wall?...What can it do?...What
makes it work?...and so on. These questions point to an essence and so
will establish the principal issues to be examined in this thesis.
To initiate this search I chose to present a working definition.
Through this, the ideas about walls may be formulated, tested, examined
and classified. The end result, not only is the sense of a proof, but
an understanding of greater depth. It seemed natural to announce a wall
through space, general in nature and unlimited in possibility. The
statement then is a framework to improve its credibility, and define the
scope of study.
A wall is the articulation of the juncture of spaces in the
horizontal dimension.
January 1979.

Historic Profile

Early Developments

Though the shape, substance, and form quality of walls has changed
radically with time, a number of interrelated factors have guided its
conceptual development and corresponding spatial significance. The
measure of architecture through the ages, as opposed to mere buildings,
has come to reveal the designer's understanding of the wall, to manipulate
space and intention.
A wall in principal, is most notably rooted in man's attempts to
achieve a space separate, for whatever reason, from the vastness of an
environment. The sense of control was, and is, primary. Protection
from the elements and the establishment of a place for use—shelter—
were the early antecedants of a wall idea. Here was the means to struc
ture spatial relationships, to make an inside and outside, to hold up
a roof. The task, in this primal era, centered on the use of local
material in response to specific climate, light and communal features.
Thematic values began to associate themselves through the recurrent use
of specific walls. Hence, we learn that an idea of place and occasion—
the situation, shapes the wall and man's understanding of it.
Though the aspects of climate, material availability, and technology
modify the development of physical walls, it has been man's own evolution
that has marked the changing nature of this element. He establishes,
and inturn surmounts the bounds of the idea and use of space to attempt
more. This changing role marks man's positive attempts to communicate
his own needs, intentions, and attitudes through the forms that give
presence to his daily life. The attempt to strive for these greater

ends, and provide for necessity, are taken up in the development of new
ideas, methods and technologies.
The attitude that cultural and intellectual growth with physical
variety will lead to purposeful expressions of wall, recurs throughout
history. In the hot, arid, climate of early Egypt the most accessible
materials of stone, clay or brick produced a trabeated construction of
thick walls and short spans. Of special note was the massive battering
(a thickened base) as the wall responded to frequent earthquakes. Space,
as a result, was a relatively static, volumetric, sensation.
Ritual and religious ceremony were powerful forces in this society
and their walls were designed to this end to magnify the ideal. The
visual language that recorded the culture was communicated on the wall,
as hieroglyphics became a surface billboard of primary focus. By dealing
with the surface the massive walls were de-emphasized, as the activity on
them was strengthened. The sense and expression of entry and procession
to the ceremonial courts was conveyed with a massive, hollowed wall in
many cases. This attitude of monumentalism was known not only by these
fortressing structures, but even in the scale of the blocks that were
used, as space expanded from man to meet nature and the realm of gods.
To attain a holy place, sacred and special, the Egyptians turned
space within, apart from the outside world. The chambers of the temples
detached themselves of the solid exterior wall, revealing a space between
that marked the distinction of that within and that outside. The
experience was shrowded of mysticism and anticipation as wall layered on
wall, and then on column, constantly altering light and scale. The
passage climaxed at the arrival of a special place, emersed in containment.

The development of new systems, materials, or technologies to com
pliment new social demands has resulted in many surprising innovations
in the sense of space found through a wall. The Roman Empire is a
significant example. Though appreciative of Greek techniques, this was
a socially prolific culture in achievement. With the development of
concrete, a medium could now provide a wall capable of achieving the
dynamic and monumental sense of space they sought. A wall was no longer
subject to the static linearity of stone, and with this strong, plastic
material realized a flowing, volumetric experience through curvilinear
system. Sigfried Giedion noted this as an evolutionary spatial event—
the dynamic interior which could enclose shape and contradict the
outside.5
We may learn in particular from Hadrian's Villa d'Oro. In this,
curve plays against countercurve as space recedes and advances to guide
the eye through the drama of spatial movement. One may also take note
how the wall, through concrete, altered social institution as the enor
mous public baths of Caracalla point out. Monumental volume expressed
public fervor and activity.
As a sidelight, it is interesting to note that the changes in
space were marked by changes in the wall surface that protected the
concrete. The wall became, in this way, evasive and shows how space
can be known through color and light. The surfaces became patterned
fields to dislodge inert mass and convey the lightness of shape.
To reiterate an important point of this profile, it is at that time
in man's evolution that he desires a change in his own condition, that
architecture, the art of building, comes alive. In his effort to
experience, express, and understand more, the arts and sciences are all
modified. The sense of space and the nature of a wall is basic to this
thought.

The Gothic period was marked by an intellectual and social awakening
founded in the church. Religious idealism led to a prime consideration
for the volume, stretching to loftier scales unknown to previous periods.
Rich, colored, light which contrasted the flat, cool illumination of
northern France became the symbol of the church as a bearer of holy
images and the mysterious glow of the heavens. In such a way, space to
them could be known as being a holy realm.
This quality of the volume was once again realized in a wall concept.
No longer a solid enclosure, the walls of Sens Cathedral were voided by
screens, as structure was expressed at specific points as a means to
filter space. Unity and symbolic intent were found in the composition of
the three part elevation, revealing the desire for an economy of expression,
proportion and material, as well as the intent to aesthetically convey
that construction.
The response of wall to light and ritual, came with the total voiding
of solid enclosure through the flying buttress. Here the components of a
wall separate to reveal the functional and poetic, the structure and
container. The wall was conceived as a guilded cage of light and sculpture
communicating the power of heaven to the simple peasants and royalty alike,
who would journey to Chartres or Ste. Chapelle.
It is through these early periods that necessity—the accommodation
of climate, material, or function, coincides with intellectual and social
development to be revealed in form. In any situation, the wall in its
primary configuration supported activity and came to be knovfri for the space
of that activity. The expression of a peoples' attitudes therein results.
It is interesting to note the Renaissance in this regard. As this
period was taken up with intellectualism, it emerged as an expression in
built form. Lacking the dynamic means and sensibilities to duplicate the
Roman spatial themes they admired, these people were caught up in the re
birth of rationalism and number. An idea of unity, achieved of additive
parts, became a spatial measure.

To convey this the wall, and its surface,

wereas a canvas, composed and articulated by compartments based on number,
not the human, and activated by openings, columns, color or recess. We
must note here that what a wall presents on face value is the general
interpretation gained of the wall, Michaelangelo demonstrates this in

his decorative use of double columns on flanges in the Lorentian Library.
An idea was advanced about structure and enclosure to modulate space in
and out off the surface of the wall, not necessarily physically correct
or true, but highly innovative and expressional.
A powerful lesson may also be found in Brunelleschi's Pazzi Chapel
in Florence. It is here that the wall took on a dynamic role of its
own in what Sigfried Giedon refers to as the "emancipation of the wall".
The front face of this building is a wall, free of structural or
weathering requirements. It is in fact an idea meant to define and
express space by capping off the interior barrel vault, revealing the
space inside against the outside through its opening. In short, it is
a surface that intellectually and artistically announces space and event.
The 15th century Renaissance also marks the regional disparities of
the wall and architectural concept. The formal motifs and openings,
designed for the sunny Mediterranean region were unsuccessful in the
cloudy and cooler conditions of northern France or England. To correct
this, walls became punctuated with relief, and more exhuberant in form
against the soft rolling landscape, in keeping with the cultural identity
of these nations.
With the assertion of humanity and a religious surge of good will,
a new sense of freedom lifted the visions of the Baroque artisan.
Reaction and gaity prompted a spatial environment of unprecedented
dynamics. Borromini captured this spirit through the facade and in
terior of San Carlo alle Quatro in Rome. Powerful undulating curves
broke the rigid frame of the tight Roman street grid establishing
volumes that progressed and regressed with structure. It shows how the
juxtaposition of flat curve against hard plane emphasizes the tensions
and forces in a space and can sensually expand the barrier. Unity was
thereby addressed in space through the contradistinction of parts and
the subordination of individual ^lements—barriers, screens, lines,
planes—to invigorate the whole.
The interior was similar, as volume
lapped and flowed through volume. The wall, though still a barrier,
was liberated from the plane surface as stone became almost plastic and
simultaneously interacted with interior and exterior space as the agent
that interwove experience.
Through the later years of this era the wall became visually de-

emphasized and lightened. Its dematerialization can be witnessed in the
surface treatment of color and foliated ornament, that would richly
interact with light, in the early 18th century Rococo churches of Germany.
The actual walls of white would melt behind the exhuberance of the gold
decoration which served to unify the parts to a whole. The color enhanced
the lightness and movement, allowing the space to seemingly float on the
edge of reality. The very attitude of these times and space reoccurs in
even the French estates where mirrors would dissolve the edges of enclosure
to an ethereal sense.
At this point, the dawn of industrialization, the emergent values of
a wall may begin to be suggested. Two important dimensions align in a
single element that may evolve to form. A wall is a confrontation of limits
in a spatial situation. It must deal with climate, materials, environment,
or spatial demarcation, to provide physical and mental well-being. It has
function. Necessity dictates many aspects of the wall. But a wall, in
addition, represents and responds to the man conceived intentions of a space,
and communicates human ideals. The nature of a wall can be seen as it is used
to address an issue founded in experience, as essence reveals activity and
purpose. The interpretation is itself in the person or persons who
participate with it in spirit.
Lest we not complicate such an issue one may turn to the tradition of
the Japanese. The simple paper wall finds the softness of diffused light,
the elegant beauty of proportion, and the gentleness of the connection with
nature—the Japanese spirit and philosophy. It provides them place and
support.

Post Industrial Development
With the advent of industry, unprecedented developments in the
attitudes, ideals and needs that generate built form were realized. In
this period (and to our own) man was no longer subjugated to the severe
bounds of location or regional adaptation as transportation and environ
mental systems evolved. It was also at this time, I think, that the time
based meaning systems of cultures, founded in the relatively slow transition
of human events were jolted by the rampant pace of the new era.
The wall, long a product of thermal, illumination or structural
requirement, as well as spatial, was again disrupted by man's spirit to
change. The technology saw new ways to light, heat or construct space,
freeing the wall for experiment. The idea of space came to reflect man's
advancements.
Joseph Paxton designed what was perhaps, the forerunner to this
idealism in a building. The glass walls of the Crystal Palace, patterned
by its iron structure no longer restricted space in the visual sense. A
boundless expanse dissolved of interior and exterior contrast, resulted.
This link of man and nature was perhaps first envisioned by Paxton in the
tint of the space of his greenhouses. It was the idea of a volume though,
sheathed in the aesthetic of industry as a skin or membrane on a skeleton,
that conveyed such a powerful new potential. Contamim and Dutert followed
this lead in their provocative Galarie des Machines in the 1867 Paris
Exhibition. The glass container, bound of iron lines, realized spaciousness
unknown before these times. Such structures were premonitory of later
modern architecture.
This points out a means to dissolve the distinction
of interior and exterior space.8
Henri LaBrouste was also attuned to the possibilities of these new
techniques in walling and the sense of space achievable. The flowing,,
seemingly endless volumes of his libraries, were suspended with thin metal
columns on regular grid, and consumed of a soft generous light available with
the larger openings in the walls. His particular contribution to this
study is seen in the fine Bibliotheque St. Geniveve in Paris. Here, he

applied a large glass wall to separate the reading room from the rare books,
which allowed the volumes to merge. This clear wall was later to appear
as the outside facade in much of the contemporary Paris architecture.
But here, the effect of space was so overwhelming to the users that a curtain
was in place within weeks of the construction, to visually close the
edges and corners of space.9

This skeleton system of construction permeated the innovative develop
ment of the wall through this entire period to the 20th century. The
shingle style evolved from such a technique as construction was now
representative of the new possibilities available in interior space. Here,
the wall covered with a continuous uniform skin became a means to relate
the reality of the inside on the outside, while still preserving enclosure.
This new found potential of flowing and moving space was in Vincent Scully's
estimation, the form of 'an American ideal'.The box was pushed to its
limits as the designer manipulated space to seemingly push and warp its
skin and reveal the tension of inside and outside forces.
McKira, Mead and White sensitively portrayed these issues in the
Newport Casino. The luxurious volumes of space within were subtlely
manipulated as they pointed out how walls could be used to move people to
experience space. And rather than surrender this character, screens
became primary to allow visual flow. The thin shimmering light of the
New England sea coast ebbed and swelled with the building. As well, they
show how scale and measure can be changed through the power of line.
The wall was so evolving, responding to function and placement as
needed, such that man could live, but entangled with the new possibilities
of light and controlled movement. An intellectual, spiritual pursuit was
envisioned by the 20th century designer—the freedom of space. Frank
Lloyd Wright, independent of Okakuro Kakago, expressed this..."The space
within the building is the reality of the building...the reality of the
building no longer consists of the walls and the roof."11 This impressive
concept found realization in his masterpiece—the Unity Temple. The walls
in this try to disappear, becoming screens of lines that assembled around
space leaving the sense of a great room "free to appear". Enclosure was
no longer a box, only the implication of the wall found through light and
the line of the eve. This off-set plane vocabulary, free at the corners,
signified the broken box in Wright's later projects, to allow closure and
movement, with free flowing space.

It is also with Wright that the contextual power of a wall is
suggested. His use of material was native to site and use in most cases.
His aesthetic, I think, tried to relate form and content to industrial
technique, in a way that man would know it, and be comfortable with it.

H. P. Berlage echoed many of Wright's thoughts. Space 'creation'
was to him and his generation, primary. The growing influence of industry
in society is most interesting here, as a machine aesthetic unveiled a
call for standardization, order, honesty and cleanliness. Berlage
related that the wall should be naked to reveal its sleek beauty and
purpose.12 Perhaps this marked the attempts in the wall to create timelessness
by truth, as a wall responded to the forces of society and its own
requirement, and not so necessarily the past.
The spirit of industry was alive in many other arts, as well. One
may note the paintings of Mondriaan, for example, which in composed
measure emphasize his attitude of space as an open and flowing abstraction.
The lines and planes that make up and related the dynamic continuum of
space became secondary to it by their own geometry and sterility. This
attitude of space was in such a way related in the idealization of the wall
to the deStijl or Bauhaus groups of the modern movement. We may take note
that in their use of simple, anonymous, off-set planes for walls, space was
emphasized without any apparent contradiction of inside or outside.
Voided openings erase such duality.

The pinnacle of the intellectual search for expression was most
clearly seen in the work of Ludwig Mies van der Rowe. The wall as an idea
form was principal as he left climatic and lumination control to technology,
and cultural relevance to its own end. To convey space as clear, free
and known the designer relied on the self-evidence of supporting and un—
supporting elements. The brick country house project of 1923 reveals a
revolutionary use of the wall. For it is here that space is composed and
controlled by the walls and not by the rooms. Space itself is on review
in such a scheme as it flows between planes unconfirmed to interior or
exterior designation. One may note too, how the apparent simplicity and
separateness can give the walls and elements far greater importance, as
screen, barrier or column concurrently become properties of spatial flow.

The effectiveness of walls to convey the intent of the designer,
and the nature and necessity of space is apparent; so is their power to
undermine intent. One may look to history, as these examples have, as a
rich conceptual background, a tool, to understand the actions of walls
to space and meaning. The list is as endless as man but points out that
the nature of a wall in some measure is responsive to purpose and condition.
The forces of space, its subjective measure, and use in an environment
are found by the interpretation of this element. Spatial definition is a
primary goal, such that it elevates the spirit and awareness.

To remark that architecture simply involves walls to achieve
spatial definition, is an understatement. To manipulate and use a wall
for purpose as a receiver of light, the edge of a passage, a
message, or any other role, shapes and suggests an interpretation of
space. In this capacity, experience and meaning may thereby be modified.
(This includes intentional objects in general, as walls are not the only
means to convey space).
On an initial observation, the design of walls relies on their
physical objective qualities, the perceptual aspects of form, and man's
individual response to the phenomenon. The designer, in turn, makes a
personal assessment as to the use, effect, and message content a wall that
proposes may have, with respect to the condition of space and, of course,
people. With this in mind, the number of specific considerations made
about walls is limitless. As a result, this investigation turns to
examine many of the basic attributes and fundamental motives and
principles that emerge to influence or direct the design of any wall. In
all, this background compliments the creative act.

Motives and Principles

On Intentions

In a search for the basic principles that guide the considerations
made about walls, the basis of their generation and development is a key
In 8eneral> «he formulation of a wall can be approached through
its potential as an effective architectural element that may support and
e evate the quality of life. In this respect, one may note that they do
not emerge from a singular method, style or code, as no two situations
and their needs can be totally alike.
The slight changes made in walls, through location, composition
function, or even context, inherently alter the perception, attitude or
use of a space and an environment.13 ln this, one notes that it is impera
tive that the approach establish the issues and criteria that questions may
address and design decisions be based on, to control expression and the
experience. As walls in architectural form, respond and provide for man
and his spaces, they are then subject to the forces and intentions of
the space and use. By creative measure, this resides as well in the iudement
an interpretation of the designer, through his understanding and artistic
spirit m seeking expressive form.
Christian Norberg-Schulz echoed these thoughts in pointing out that
rmal articulation does not lie in special order or motif, but based on
a precise conception of the concrete substance."14 The development of a
wall may thus be considered in its ability to define and communicate a
specifLC aspect of space, directly realized in the concept of it and for it.
As walls are also members of interrelationships in space, it is the totality
of the experience on the local level that will generate the individual
expression in nature and purpose. Walls, then, as seen in this thesis
result in the process of modifying an environment to achieve a human end.
With this background and outlook, a principle may be advanced. A
wall m architecture results of intentions. It is predicated on reason
response or artistic purpose, such that it supports human endeavor and
expresses a quality of space. An understanding of the motives and concepts
it are key, as limited design knowledge may lead to distorted messages
or render space uninhabitable.
Louis Kahn deliberately expressed the 'need to be1 in his development

of form. Two basic roles or responses to general intent are clearly
emphasized in this man's work. Weathering walls result of the human need
and desire to control climate and light. Structural walls respond to form
solid buildings or defy gravity. In an additional interpretation, this also
concerns the generation of walls to organize space. Weather, light and
physical order vary with situation though. To provide for human occupation
or use, the design must consider these variables in regard to the condition
or place. In so doing, walls may be necessarily altered.
The massive walls of Exeter Library evolve to. these parameters. The
exterior sheathing is hollowed for use like in an old Scottish castle, to be
a space to participate with the sun. The articulated brick bearing walls
both support and shield a great room of books within. This volume is in
turn spanned with concrete and reveals the scale of the space through the
clarity of structure and support. One may note that through clear articu
lation, not necessarily of a single plane, an understanding of the parts
and the whole may be enhanced and reinforced.
As a perceivable, real object a wall conveys spatial dimension. It
is generated in any case to modify or control bounds or position. Herein
one must consider the limit or definition of space concurrent with
comprehension or use. In this, the location, shape or composition is
established through an understanding of the intentions for use and quality.
Walls also result of an intent to provide function and identity in
space. With this, the development and concept of a wall will focus on the
pragmatic and subjective criteria to support activity and occupation.
Decisions involve the needs found in human institution. In addition,
identity concerns the communication of spatial events and definition. As
such, the design of walls involve their ability to elicit a behavior, an
emotion, or a knowledge about the place. To this end, one must consider
the ideals represented or manifested in form that correspond to the activity
in space. With this gesture, people may be aligned with the purpose to
know their potential in a space. Here, one finds the development of a
church wall to convey and compliment reverence or a store front expressive
of its entry. To attempt this aspect of identity, Christian Norberg-Schulz
writes, "the wall should be treated in such a way that on the one hand it
expresses the character of a place, and on the other, evokes that character.'!5

In all, as walls respond to different intentions, attitudes or forces,
their articulation may vary. The Philadelphia Savings Fund Building is a
pointed example, as it has four unique faces that manifest and convey the
multiple functions within and the street context outside. In equal measure
the interiors of buildings are usually different from the exterior.
This frees each surface to respond to and convey circumstance through
contrast.
The primary issue in the basis of generation and development, is
the clarity of needs and intentions, such that walls will result effectively
for space and use. The nature of a wall is thus a variable concept taken
up in purpose or attitude. With architecture it recognizes the creative
act to combine the functional and artistic to convey intent.

Transition
To surmise that a wall is a juncture of spaces paraphases Robert
Venturi's assessment that it is an element of duality between the inside
and the outside. A wall, as a point of change, denotes through its own
existance that a difference exists—even of placement, as a man can be on
one side or the other. Perceptively, a wall then, can be the end or boundary
of a space, as well as being the element adjoining segments of space in a
continuum. In short, the wall is a transition element both separating and
connecting experiences. The quality of that transition, physically or
expressionally can reveal spatial change and the relationship. The degree
of transition is again seen in the guise of intention—of space and use.
As they have space all around them, walls are in the middle. The
design of walls, conscious of this or not, involves shaping space on both
sides.I? It is through this measure that they present a means to understand
the organization and experience of an environment. A wall, that is 'known*
as a between establishes the relationship of parts to the whole, thereby
presenting the knowledge of an interaction. As Aldo vanEyck notes, "To
establish the in-between is to reconsile conflicting polarities. In
providing the place where they can interchange you re-establish the
original dual phenomenon.11A wall in such a way may be known as interface.
Van Eyck uses this philosphy to approach what he refers to as place—
in an understanding and comprehension of the relationships of form, space,
and activity. In his imaginative Arnheim Pavillion, space, the perception
of it, and movement through it is controlled by a series of regular, solid
walls. It literally unfolds in systematic suspense with the element of
transition—doorways—guiding motion. Awareness, it appears, is thereby
heightened with the anticipation of departure and entry. This sense of
layering in any case, I think, makes a more conscious account of passage
and depth, and highlights the duality between the spaces themselves.
In an effort to achieve a given degree of transition or 'betweenness1,
a wall must in some way reveal what is beyond. What is known on the other
side and how much is known, forms the bridge that links experience. This
powerful tool may result in a sonic or psychological link, as well as the
visual or physical. In effect, this revelation might also strengthen the
credibility and position of the wall, as its depth is exposed in three

dimensionality. In all, if there is no acknowledgement of the 'beyond',
man's focus in a real sense turns inward, leaving his imagination to fill
in what happens on the other side. Used effectively, this may be a positive
design element too.
Again, Louis Kahn's work is exemplary. It is through the punctured
cornices of the great walls of Exeter Library that the sky, light, and
depth of the structure are seen. The Outpatient Hospital at Dacca, wrapped
in layers of flowing arcaded walls dissolve the outside to the inside in
time and light. The spaces between become the knowledge and anticipation
of that which occurs on the other side, scaling experience to a 'room'.
Charles Moore also capitalized on this aspect. The double walls
between the living quarters and exterior courts at Kresge College in
Santa Barbara, California, are pierced. Spaces fuse at special places,
allowing the ordinary to take a more significant role, and direct focus,
view, and enclosure. In these ways, it would seem that a wall may
provide the common ground on which meaning might be realized as experience
becomes controlled, yet continuous.

Of Movement and Action

A sense of space, as many psychologists have noted, requires vision.
But the determination of space is dynamic, related to action, focus, and
the activity possible in it.19 Walls modify and control the limits and the
experience of an environment—what we may see, how we move, the connection
of parts, and so on. In this capacity, they are the agents of motion and
events, and may act as switches, barriers, modulators or connectors to
move people, light, sound, air, water or space. The subtle degrees of
separateness or connectedness associated with shape, location, and
substance provides the framework for movement and interrelationship to
occur, and reinforce the intentions for a place.
In Santa Barabara, California, a diverse network of walls shapes
inside and outside courts, balconies, stairhalls and pathways, and sets
the pace to experience this city. Like many European towns this shows ^
how walls filter participation, both physically and conceptually. Here,
screens break sunlight to texture a wall, slight openings allow only
visual access to a court or vista, corners mark central squares. Walls
measure distance and join in one's movement from place to place.
As this example implies, to shape a wall, shapes and controls the
perception of space by diverting a man or his vision to a different point
in space. In this thought, the design of walls incorporates and reinforces
sequences, and combinations of spatial experiences» This adds depth to the
purpose or interpretation of space through a changing focus. In this way,
walls may organize behavior, when consciously applied to do so.

Designed as a common element, walls may provide continuity through
connection. Unity is possible as a diversity of conditions may be joined
in the wall, to create a whole. To reinforce this action enhances the
sense of order in an environment.
The physical nature of a wall directs, controls and induces motion.
The wall as division is perhaps most basic as it promotes access parallel
to it and restricts passage across it. The placement of openings or shifts
thus temper the experience of an environment. This controls passage to
certain points and by its nature reveals the need or reason to do so.
Complexity of experience is gained by the juxtaposition of walls to walls.

Enclosure, in concept, is also a fundamental action. In this, the
contradiction of a space apart—the inside/outside duality—is known by
the degree of wall articulation. To provide enclosure realizes the power
to organize, unify and define space through the consistency of the
container. Space is defined and perceived on two fundamental levels as
such. To preserve a total shape, that is known by the corners and
punctured surface,denotes space as carved from within a solid. It may
secondly be defined by stacking additive units or parts around it to
'construct' a space. ^ The corners are the critical aspect as they hold
in space and activity. Without them, spaces move around and between the
lines, planes and masses.
*

The wall as an intent to convey and suggest movement is notable in the
work of Alvar Aalto. These elements, in the Imatra Church surge and recess,
in a display of the gentle force of a captivated volume. We may note the
creative use of form and shape to evoke certain senses of ceremony or
ritual (institution) equated here in the master's vision to the reverence
of the Finish landscape and the forces within. Such was his idea of a
wall, to express event and landscape through position and shape, and to
filter light, focus, and motion to enhance the effect.
A wall may lead man to appreciate and understand space through
activity. It may dramatize the movements of people to heighten the actions
of ordinary life.22 The intent behind a wall must consider how man should
move visually or physically to address an event. Motion attends the
dynamics of a place, as reception, spatial enclosure or continuity must
all be considered as moving or directional events to some degree, thereby
inviting the use of a wall to compliment the associated idea and use.

As a sidelight, it was perhaps Aalto's work with form and landscape,
or Venturi's committment to context, and history itself, that led Christian
Norberg-Schulz to remark that "a wall may enhance the contact between a
building and the landscape".^ This reveals the presence of a wall as an
act of unity through connection.
The walls of the Japanese seldom meet the ground squarely, some batter,
others curve to the earth. The top of the wall rarely describes a line
against the sky. In such a way, it is contrived to preserve the character

of natural phenomenon. In this light, the action of the wall should be
considered in its ability to interact man, with nature and the site.
The sky and the ground are also elements in the design of a wall.

.

Signification

To convey intent, a designer relies on the association of the
physical objects he uses and composes, with both an inherent physical
quality and an idea or feeling, that others will understand as the intent
when in contact with the object. This is an act of communication where
an idea is embodied in a physical reality, that in turn evokes the message
of it. This associational process is symbolic action, as element repre
sents thought, and through the sign meaning and response occur.24
As walls exist, they are signified.
consciously or not, gives them a property
that affect behavior. With signification
not only with physical function, but with
the wall plays as well.

When man experiences them, he,
of being—they become 'things'
meanings are attached, realized
the quality, setting, or role

As a person learns what a wall may do, and the activity or institution
it supports and represents, a conceptual base of understanding is formed.
This guides and influences response when one is posed with similar features
in other situations.25 Meaning, then, is not objective as an individual's
interpretation is filtered by usage, history, implication or awareness,
as well as the formal concrete reality. In all, our knowledge about walls
and the messages they convey, comes through learning and repetition, coupled
with their inherent being. Design decisions necessarily involve the design
er's personal interpretation, to present a symbol that evokes a desired
response. This is subject to an understanding of the building and those who
participate with it. To sum, "the design of walls allows the design of
meanings".26
A wall may physically divide, move, or enclose space and in so doing,
symbolizes and conveys use or function. In general, they signify people's
movements from inside to outside. Basic meaning occurs with observation such
that the inert physical properties of use and position are not distinctly
modified with time, place or capacity. As Facillion stated in The Life of
forms in Art, form has a "meaning...but it is a meaning entirely its own,
a personal and specific value that must not be confused with the attributes
we impose upon it...An architectural mass, a relationship of tones, a
painters touch, and engraved line, exist and possess value primarily in and
of themselves. '

As walls evolve with a building type that includes a specific activity
or institution, they may through time and association represent the ideas
of the human event. A wood frame wall in many subcultures symbolizes not
only 'residence', but the middle-class family. Likewise a massive
marble wall communicates 'monument' or 'government' to a portion of the
American public. Culture or group operation attaches its own meaning,
situational in nature, to the objects interrelated with use and belief.

As the messages are personal, their comprehension is directed to the
general group or specific audience with a common conceptual understanding.
Intentional objects are read by the knowledge man has of them.^®
The design and expression of space, as the design of walls, it would
follow, entails an appreciation of both levels. Inherent properties convey
the action and structure of space, and emphasize the plan commensurate
with the intent for space. The culturally inflicted symbols involved,
communicate aspiration and identity found in the human interaction with
space and nature. Together these signs convey context and idea—in effect,
what a wall 'looks' like, or how one might feel and act in the space. In such
a thought a wall provides an image both of itself and the space in
specific, and metaphorically, of the human resource within.
Our subtle distortions or deviations of the obvious or literal form
from regular order, so modify the sign value of an object, charging it
with new meaning derived of the existing order and framework. Through such
an action a wall may be the means to communicate the forces of use and
space specific to it and still relate to the user. Robert Venturi's work is
indicative. In many projects, Venturi uses the wall as a display of historic
and cultural data sympathetic to the local conceptual base. By distorting
the common symbols, varying their context, they become emphasized and fresh.
This operation can inject new attitudes into the wall, still subject to use
and space, yet played off of the popular ideal or common image to inherently
comment upon the institution or landscape itself.

To approach a wall as a communicational device, one must therefore
consider the expression of its purpose or reason for existence subject to
the symbol systems it will be understood by and the participant audience.
All walls involve symbolic communication rooted on this individual level as
a person will ultimately judge the message associated with an object in his
own terms. It is the designer's position to manipulate this element with
these ground rules and a conceptual base in mind to control the message and
the possibility of meaning. As such a wall is a medium through which an
architect may attempt the passage of ideas to others on conscious or sub
liminal levels. In any case the reader must note that these properties of
message and communication are only human in origin. Objects are inert of
themselves and are given meaning and value through mans' interaction. This
aspect is thus implied in the use of these terms with walls throughout this
discussion.

A Premise

The previous discussion points are basic to any wall. They occur
by varying degree in application with respect to function and intention.
In this thesis, they represent the attempt to deal with an essence of a
wall on general terms to understand the phenomenon and provide a fundamental
base for design. To speak in more specific terms would paraphase the
evolution of the built environment. The strategic points though, yield
the guide for a personal philosophy on the treatment of a wall in both
concept and generation.
The basis of a wall in architecture, I have found, lies distinctly
in the human experience of space and an environment. Its reason to exist is
found in the attitude to modify space and make it more than as it exists.
This includes the pragmatic formulation as well as creative manipulation
and intuition to achieve a wall that compliments, provides, and defines
space as conceived by the designer. The nature of walls as such, involves
their response to condition and the provision for the specific, that
illuminates the richness of context. This supplements the perceptive
qualities of architectural space as well, through the resolution of unity,
harmony, contrast and order.
The value of the wall to architecture can be seen in this two-fold
measure. In one respect, it provides shelter and habitable space, for
well-being and activity. In the second, and perhaps more powerful in
expression, it allows and should be controlled as a means for man to know
and understand himself in regard to people, places and space. To approach
architecture, both issues must be addressed.
Though walls are known as real and concrete, they associate with ideas
to convey attitudes of both implicit and imposed value. The importance in
a wall, I have come to feel, aside from physical support, is not necessarily
what it looks like, but instead what is thought about it and how it is
perceived relative to its surroundings. Walls in this light are the
articulated ideas of what is happening. In the conceptual terms of a
personal premise, a Wall is an idea about space. By this statement, an
interpretation and understanding occurs on both objective and subjective
levels. In brief, to be effective, a wall must be the product of space
attitude. It is an ironic duality, "a wall defines space and mass, it is
the real element of architecture, although itself is defined by more abstract
notions of space and mass." 29

A wall, understood as an idea concept expands the possibility of
design resolution. The architect may approach the action and idea of
space, and convey it by the physical manifestation that reacts jis a wall.
In these terms, it is not simply man-made, but man conceived. Language
bears this out as one may speak of a canyon wall, a wall of water or trees,
or a person's facade...Nor is a wall merely a preconceived plane. The
juncture of spaces may be known relative to scale, through a line, rooms,
a row of trees, or buildings themselves as can be seen in the enclosure
of outdoor courts or plazas. Likewise, a wall may be implied as a line
of points or the invisible, but cognitive, plane generated between a road
and the grass.
To passively provide a wall to limit space, without considering the
ramifications in depth, is self defeating. The symbolic message and
capacity for function of that wall will control the interpretation of
space. To effectively design for man, the condition of space must be the
primary concept. Walls, in this, do not arise as single elevations, but
as a three dimensional generation of form to convey space.
Christo's masterpiece, the Running Fence, is borne of the sea. A
thin, billowous line on the horizon, it rolls and heaves with the tides
of the earth. The softness of its tone, like the mist of the ocean,
enhances the grass and trees. Through it, I find the nature of the land,
the poetry of space, and the spirit of a man. More than a wall, it is a
graceful signature of all three.

What is a wall?...By the working definition presented, it is 1 the
articulation of the juncture of spaces in the horizontal dimension'.
This now by my own standard, seems partial and frail after even a limited
review. The definition addresses any wall, dealing with presence, not
essence. It is from this search that I now find it to be the following.

A wall is the idea about the articulation of the juncture of spaces
in the horizontal dimension.
March 1979

This, I feel, accounts now for human endeavor, bound in personal
and collective meaning. So too, it is the basis and foundation for the
creative act, the marriage of the functional and the poetic, to define
the forces and quality of space.

Condition and Response

Establishing a Wall

To express that a wall may be known as a line, space or building as
previously outlined, underscores the necessity for certain parameters to
occur, that will alert man to the attitude of a wall. These parameters
infer the prerequisites for the perceptual identity of this feature in its
setting.
When volumes converge in space an overlap occurs. This region exists
as an in-between, planar or spatial, a part of neither exclusively yet a part
of both. The points in common at this intersection align a plane that con
fronts space with direction. Portoghesi, restates this principle in the
framework of build form. When a wall "takes part in architecture it must
assume a direction, an orientation—it must become a part of a pattern of
well defined relationships."30
This, in itself, denotes the linear relationship of a wall to space.
In the perception of a wall, primarily as a barrier, Rudolph Arnheim notes
that a "two demensionality must firmly be established to display itself in
the character of three dimensional space.
He, like Venturi feels that
those boundaries are the precarious products of opposing forces.
To portray a wall, the aspect of linear representation becomes an
important point. It is a concept based on a perceptual, subjective scale,
as orientation must overshadow depth. For a building to become a wall, for
instance, it must enfront space with its own integral walls and as a form
establish direction and orientation. In such a way, wall is distinct of
mass as mass need not assume direction explicitly, only position.
The implication of a wall follows these ideas as well. A line must be
realized to express and edge and infer shape or a plane. Its properties when
proximate to another line or form can reveal a dynamic force of balance or
distance such that there is a tension bound in the perception of a recog
nized boundary to convey the attitude of fwall'.^^

Response, Effect and Perceptual Attributes

As the knowledge and sense of space are found through real, perceiv
able objects, the effect they have on man, in physical, emotional, intellectual
or spiritual terms, shape his understanding of the environment. To
convey intent a wall then can purposefully be established with an
objective of effect—to elicit an understanding, attitude, a response,
that is so identified as the nature and intention of the space.
The effect a given wall has on a man is personal and variable, and by
distinction nearly impossible to accurately catalogue. The design
decisions made, must then be found in the available objective criteria, the
assessment of the situation (in light of more idealistic components such
as context, audience or function) and the personal creative intentions of
the designer. Intuition itself can provide for these fundamentals, though
lacking definitive systems or principles.
The physical nature of a wall and its inherent measure, provides a
semi-objective stance when related to theoretical perceptual phenomenon.
From this, ideas on the message and response may form a general framework
on which form generation may be realized. The specific response seen in
light of the conditional events such as context or user, is perhaps more
speculative but can again be based on a concept idea to initiate form.
This is more positively charted in the development of a design which deals
with particular criteria. It is these events that may especially reveal
the joy and spirit of a place. Personal premise is a major consideration
too, as it is the designer's thoughts on the effect of a wall, based on
his background and comprehension of the situation that team with creative
intent to make the resolution of the intent more probable.
A wall, as a real entity, is a means to perceive space, formulated
on sensory input, and in turn psychological and individual interpretation.
As a formal measuring devise it establishes an order and orientation by
simply defining a part of the continuum. "Man's feelings about being
properly oriented run deep. Such knowledge is ultimately linked to
survival and sanity."
As such, response is to an order, as it can relate
position.

Walls as objects physically determine some aspects of motion and
vision. By establishing an order, man's movement in space, hence his
experience of it, is altered. To change or deviate from an order—to
disorder—is a principle means to alert man to a new situation. Changes
in attitude perceptively signal differences, thus signifying each component
through their own contrast. 34 This, in my thinking, heightens awareness.
As such directional walls may call attention to the plan.
Visual context and accuity also influence effect. As one aspect, a
person is more aware of his own movement with closer proximity to a wall.35
Speed, distance and activity are so signified by the physical realization
of movement from object to object or along a surface.
With these thoughts in mind the response to certain wall types may
be suggested (short of cultural implication), to provide a guide to the
generation of form based on idea. An undulating wall is a case point.
By following such a wall on axis physically or visually, proximity to it
varies, thereby distinguishing motion. By directing movement, position
and focus both change. Awareness shifts to a spatial vista as opposed
to a linear one. Thomas Jefferson's serpentine walls at the University
of Virginia point this out, as they establish a continuous unobtrusive
motion that manipulates focus and provides variety through contrast.
The continuity aspect is an interesting sidelight. As undulating walls
have no corners, there is no distinct place for the eye to stop at. Corners
reveal limits and shape, allowing no pretense of imagination to fill in
the unprovided.
Curved wall systems in general exhibit these points. As they are
directional, spatial relationships are emphasized in passage. So too, the
eye has no single point to captivate it. As a result an implied common point
is sought, making the curving element in Christian Norberg Schulz's
judgment—center orienting. 36
Curves represent continuity, but in addition, emphasize a major contra
diction—the inside/outside dualism. Being concave on one side a residual
space is realized—a between—but decidedly inclusive in nature. Simultane
ously space is shaped on the other side, the convex form being seemingly
exclusive or outside. Alvar Aalto used this tactic to successfully mould an
Amphitheatre within his building at Munkkiniemi, as contained spaces flowed

outside and around it. The dynamic forces Rudolph Arnheim dwells on are
present in the sense of pushing or pulling actions. This shows in general
how walls can create or show the tensions and compressions of spatial
interaction.
Linear wall systems are common to most cultures. Perhaps this is a
result of man's own body and its orthogonal character. In any event the
awareness of motion, position and focus are constant. Rectilinear
orders are also self-sustaining through constant division, as an ordering
system. It is additionally important to examine the effect of shearing or
shifting the wall. In such a move residual spaces occur, implied by the
orientation of each wall. Depth in space is also moved which may alter axes
to change the direction of motion around a corner(such as in the facetted
walls of Aalto's Mount Angel Librarjr). In a similar manner, diagonal walls
dynamically break the line or the 'box' as one notes in Venturi's Headquarte:
Building for the North Penn Visiting Nurses Association. The contrasting
angular entry physically directs opposing motion.

As an environment consists of enclosures as well as passages, the
relationship of walls to each other as a whole, is an important aspect
that should not go without mention. Specific inference can again be seen
in light of particular cases. As a general thought the juxtaposition of
such wall systems conveys not only depth and activity, but modifies the
awareness of spatial action and intent. Contrast or difference may
reinforce intent by displaying the specific forces of space and use by
their nature. In Le Corbusiers' Swiss Pavillion, for example, curved
barrier opposes linear screen, revealing a dynamic, layered space of
unexpected undulation. This keyed an attitude about the activity within
the space, exhibiting use, spirit and artistic purpose.
Unity, as a singleness and consistency of effect, has often been
attempted through relationship. By the use of a single wall that contains
the exhuberance of an active interior, a purpose to order is realized.
Soane's bank of England is exemplary as the diverse, multidirectional
interior is unitied by the strength of the facades that wrap it.
The meeting halls of the Salk Center by Louis Kahn consist of a
cylinder form within a rectangle. Light was the generator for Kahn, as he

surmised that glare would be reduced through the double aperatures.
But it also points out the possibility and effect of a space within a
space. Multiple wall systems in general emphasize perspective and
relate the simultaneous experience of events of inside, outside and
between.^? The effect emphasizes the distinction of spaces and uses by
setting them apart. This technique dates even to the Egyptian, Renaissance
and Baroque eras. The sense of detachment seems to signify the parts
to the whole and again acknowledges the extreme contradiction of inside
and outside. Venturi attacks this situation through his 'double skin'
walls designed simultaneously from inside and outside revealing the
forces of necessity and idea.
Visual context, as mentioned previously, is also a positive factor
in this regard.
By dematerializing one wall through color or material,
the other walls or the elements within the defined space stand out more
apparently. In fact, to blend the material quality in a continuous
field such as in a brick wall seemingly makes one more conscious of the
shape and location of the wall. So too, is distance a factor. The fine
articulation and detail of an urban store front or entry is easily read
only at close range. The rich delineation of simple surfaces and volumes
asks the viewer to stand back to take in the entire scope.
Response and effect might also be discussed in light of the inherent
measure of a wall—what it physically is, in relation to an environment.
This might include it as a structuring or weathering element, having size,
direction, opening or order for example. A wall with an opening is, in
such a way, known as entry, or a place for view or light. This can also
include the inherent properties of materials and the shapes that may
result, such as the use of brick in the arch or concrete as a compression-,
yet plastic-medium. Even wall systems can take on this property of
natural response, as skeletal construction allows voided openings, where
as bearing is revealed by puncture. (Technology though has in many ways
allowed contrasting use.)
Some common examples may be classified to demonstrate this idea.
They are based here on personal observation and common definition, by
action, such that the idea can be applied to specific context.
A barrier impedes motion, either sensory or physical. All walls in
real or implied terms exhibit this property to a degree. It implies the
control of spatial limits thereby emphasizing the importance of openings.

Screens also articulate a point of change. Their nature tends to
be spatial though, as they are generally non-structural in format.
Spaces, though perceptively different merge. "By dissolving the walls
of enclosure with screen...an intangible space is created which seems
to have the property of receding as one advances, and closing up behind.
The sense of space is not particularized by the enclosing walls, but
exists throughout like a scent which hovers in a particular place.
A wall conceived as a facade.is also a point of interest. By its
nomenclature it signifies a recognition of levels to be penetrated.
As such the articulation seems to reveal the nature of the idea of the
spaces. It communicates the aspect of those levels that generate it
and their hierarchy.
The response to a wall on the local level of a community or group
is also founded in the attitudes of that audience. Form and function
can be traced to specific context—the support of human activity in a
particular environment, and the aspects of social condition and institu
tion. A man's response to a wall will result of his own personal
interpretation of the value he has established as being significant.
These too, are strongly influenced by interaction. Identity may then be
based on the values found in useage, history or implication known by
those individuals. It is not necessary to duplicate form directly
though, as each project has its own requirements. Instead the concepts
that reveal meaning and necessity in form might be understood, such
that new form might come both of its own accord and in the principles of
context. A wall that communicates 'church' to a certain congregation
can be found in a sense of space through shape, light, material or
iconography that the group understands and relates to, as an idea about
worship. One need not replicate the wall of a Gothic Cathedral, only
its ideals.

The design of a wall, the interpretation of intent in form, may be
guided by these parameters. The measure and degree, where idea finds
expressive form, comes through the creative act. The undefineable qualities
of spirit, joy or beauty can not be simply based in system or code.
They rise out of a spirit of place and the sensitivity of the designer.

'

The Project

Intentions

The measure of a building, I think, is found in its provision for
man and environment. Form is realized of the needs, desire and spirit of
the human element. As such, success in a building is not achieved as an
object of itself, to meet its own ends. Likewise it cannot result as
the single consideration of walls for their own sake. Though fundamental,
we seek a unity of experience in built form.
I have investigated the significance of a wall in
architecture so that I may better and more effectively
have been the exploration, to gain an understanding of
such that their application in specific, may lead to a
realization of intent.

the role of
design. My attempts
fundamentals,
more complete

At this point, I turn to a visitor center. Through this vehicle I
hope to apply this new found knowledge. The following thoughts are an
attempt to clarify and understand my idea of a visitor center. They
have come to guide the design as well as the comprehension of the thesis,
and stand as a measure for my intentions.

Concepts

A visitor center, by its nature, is an invitation to explore. More
than simply a building, it is a tool for man to seek knowledge and realize
the spirit of a place both inside and out. As it is a place where questions
are answered, so too does it prompt him to ask more.
It is not idle or static. A visitor center is a gathering place
where the joy of people together can be known. Not only for the traveller,
it is for the resident as well, as each choses to acquaint himself with
the experience of an environment. Found here is a sensitive but expressive
order, to ease the decision of search, yet challenge and allow the freedom
to question and interpret. It is a place to stop, reassess and participate.
It also promotes recreation and the interaction with the surroundings.
This place is in many ways introverted of itself. As it contains the
knowledge and ideas of man's own display it also provides a place apart
for him to observe, contemplate and relax. And at other times, a visitor
center is open, to look out, as well as to welcome the visitor, bidding
him to stay and enjoy the specialness of the area.
A visitor center is in a sense between. As it is arrival man may come
to learn, as departure he leaves to explore what he has come to question.
Such a place may link experience and reveal the continuity of the past
and present, man and nature, water and land, city and country,...
In all, a visitor center is a place that reveals the richness of
context and human event, through the joy of exploration.

Site
A site for a visitor center requires the coordination of a number
of important variables necessary to its operation. First and foremost
is the need and interest factors of an area. In this case, the Flathead
Lake region is without a facility of this type in the midst of being one
of Montana's most favored recreation areas. The overall selection must
incorporate highway accessibility, the potential of a high use area,
proximity to interesting features, and a place indicative of the character
and experience itself.
Poison, Montana, the largest town in the area and
located at the southern most end of Flathead Lake, fits
many of these criteria. The Lake County Seat, it is
half way between Missoula and Kalispell, and Montana's
two major east-west routes, highway 2 and interstate 94.
It is also the juncture of highways 93 and 35, which
circle the lake insuring every visitor an opportunity to
drive by the site.
Poison is an active town thriving on the tourist
flow. In the spring, summer, and fall there are numerous
attractions such as rodeos, tournaments, theatre, and
regattas. This combines with a number of restaurants,
parks and marinas to bring in many local residents of the
valley. The town is presently under extensive restoration,
based on a nautical theme.
In addition to the local aspects there are many
regional interests all within a two hour drive. These
include Kerr Dam, the National Bison Range, Big Fork,
Glacier Park, and Big Mountain ski area. There are also
a number of smaller museum and gallery facilities
scattered around the area.

The specific site location came out of availability and the consider
ation of the visitor center operations. Traffic accessibility is key,
as is the direct communication with the points of interest that the
building will recognize. The relationship to existing use features and
community structure, as well as an available, viable lot are all consider
ations.
In this case, the Poison City Point, edging into Flathead
the most promise. It affords a variety of buildable sites, as
an open water front void of development. Not only is the site
Poison, but it is separate enough to be a part of the Lake, as
It is a 'between'.

Lake has
it is now
a part of
well.

The tip of this point is an extremely suitable place for this building.
It has prominent visual access to both the north and south reaches of the
highway. A road that encompasses the entire point links the site to the
highway and central business district. The area itself promotes high use,
being adjacent to Sakajawea Park, the city dock and boat launch, tour
boat docks, and the proposed future site of a new motel complex. A
grassy knoll separates the site from the residential core. Historically
this was the landing site for a booming commercial boat trade.
The views from this point are spectacular and very indicative of the
valley and lake. To the north, Flathead Lake is framed by the distant
mountains, to the east lies the Mission Range. On the west side of this
site one sees the Flathead River mouth, the bridge, and the parks. The
relationship of the site to Lake, the Valley and town stands as a meta
phorical gateway.
The pragmatic ends are also in keeping with criteria requirements.
Utilities and services are available and the zoning is compatible to use.
In all, this stands as a site with great potential for sensitive develop
ment such that all of the people in the region might benefit.
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Site Analysis
City Point, North of Lake Street, between the city dock and the Flathead
Indian Reservation, Poison, Montana.
Deeded land for public use or private sale.

I.

Climate conditions
a.

Temperature Range +104° - 30°F

b.

Prevailing winds
1. Storm wind (winter) - North to northeast
2. Summer wind - South to southwest

c.

Wind velocity
1. Average - 4 to 8 m.p.h.
2.

II.

Strong - 40 m.p.h. gusts (seldom)

d.

Snowfall - average 38 inches per year, little drifting.

e.

Frost line - three feet below grade, similar near lake shore.

f.

Tornado - rare

g.

Lake freeze - late November to late March, full freezes rare.

Physical Condition
a.

Type of contractors in area - all types, small local firm, union, rely on Kalispell and Missoula.

b.

Type of product manufacturers - wood products, concrete,
masonry.

c.

General technical construction capabilities - skilled to un
skilled.

d.

Availability of technical personnel - limited to Kalispell or
Missoula.

e.

Materials - wood, concrete, masonry.

Soil and Ground Conditions
a.

Any unusual amount of fill required - no.

b.

Any water problem - minimal drainage problems above or below
ground.

c.

Location of water table - high.

d.

Large body of water nearby - yes.

f.

Any irrigation easements or ditches - no.

g.

Is soil bad enough to warrant a mat foundation - possibly.

h.

Is soil bad enough to warrant caisson foundation - possibly.

i.

Expertise available for soil work - yes (50 miles).

Adjacent Structures
a.

None in proximity.
the hill above.

Consider view restrictions for those on

Legal Considerations
a.

Will utilize Uniform Building Code and/or local codes.

b.

Zoning requirements - PLI, R-2 adjacent

c.

Set backs requirements - none.

d.

Height restrictions - none.

e.

Shape or materials restrictions - none.

f.

Appearance codes - none.

VI.

g.

"Style/Character" approval - none.

h.

Parking requirements -27 cars.

i.

If non-conforming - variance is possiblej
zoning change is possible.

Movement - Pedestrian and Vehicular
a.

Site access - from Lake Street.

b.

On site storage limits - 30 to 35 vehicle.

c.

Unusual craft vehicle conditions - On Site - Must allow for cartrailer combinations or campers - 35 to 40 feet in length maximum.

d. Pedestrian circulation - a walking path from Sakajawea Park
around point.
e.

VII.

VIII.

Solar Orientation

a.

Differential expansion - possible with masonry.

b.

Exposure in general is unrestricted except to south in midwinter.

Local, State, Federal Government Special Design Requirements
a.

IX.

Vehicular circulation - two way traffic on Lake Drive coming off
U.S. 93 and Main Street.

No unordinary conditions known.

Fire and Safety
a.

Fire zone - low.

b.

Occupancy group - Type 1A Fire Resistent.

c.

Availability of hose bib on site - no.

d.

Fire protection from city
1.

hose bib - yes.

2.

hook and ladder - yes.

e.

Special fire setbacks - none.

f.

Special allowable floor area - not applicable.

g.

Sprinkler system -

h.

Occupant loading - see uniform building code.

-fire exhaustion necessary.

Utilities
a.

Septic - city sewer hook up.

b.

Availability of services
1.

gas - no.

2.

phone - O.K.

3.

electricity -o.k.

A.

water or well - o.k.

Budget Considerations - not applicable.
View Axis
a.

Excellent view to north, east, and west on all levels and
locations.

Sensory Stimulants
a.

Offactory - the lake.

b.

Tactile - spray from water.

c.

Gostatory - nothing special.

d.

Auditory - waves on lake.

e.

Visual - see XII.

Vegetation/Landscape
a. Grass to east of site.
b.

Grassy hill to south.

Prevailing Architectural Vocabulary
a.

Rural - some.

b.

Urban - limited.

1. Predominant styles - varied.
Residential shows rural and suburban traits.
Commercial is varied, a small town sense of scale and material,
Local 'nautical1 theme.
2.

Strong design elements The land, the water - rhythm, continuity, proportion, texture,
massing, scale.

Character of Adjacent Environment
a.

Natural - yes.

b.

Artificial - no.

c.

Dilapidated - slight.

d.

Growing/Changing - yes.

e.

Stagnant - no.

f.

Renewable - yes/no.

XVII.

Unmentioned Site Conditions
a.

Water height fluctuation - 10 feet.

b.

Wave motion - critical in severe storms.

c.

Idea of between.

d.

Idea of landmark.

e.

Water/land relationship.

f.

Neighboring site of Indian ownership deserves consideration.

Project
A visitor center is facility for visitor and local resident alike.
The premise behind sach a building is that it is both a rest and recreation
center, as well as an informative and educational complex that focuses on
an area or region of special interest. Not only should there be the
availability of information, but it should promote awareness and questions
on the part of a visitor, on how he may involve himself in the region.
The most basic duties for this institution take place in three parts,
reception of the visitor, information and education, and support for both
the visitor and the building. Each function should be clear in presenta
tion. Decisions made by a travel weary public should be simple and limited
to promote participation with the facility.
The spaces of this particular center are a product of the special
nature of the region and site, the scale and sizes provide for the displays
and fixtures necessary to tell the story of this place. The design of the
complex as a whole should invite the understanding and participation of
the visitor, such that he may enjoy the Flathead Valley more.

Spaces
Reception lobby -

This is a space where a visitor is
received, not only by the people or
the building, but by the region
itself. The space should be central
to the building. The information
desk is located here with accompany
ing literature. This area serves as
a beginning in seeing the center, and
as a control point. It should include
space to sit, talk and gather.

Display -

The display areas are gallery
spaces and inform the public
through exhibits. This facility
addresses three major aspects of
the area, the lake, the land and
mountains, and the way of life.
It is essential that the spaces
be controlled for light and security
The visitor should be free to
experience the space yet subtly
be guided by the exhibit itself.

Offices -

The offices for this center are
for administrative pux*poses,
occupied by two or three people.
A chamber of commerce office insures
full-time supervision plus an added
dimension of community participation.
The conference room supports small
groups, staff and chamber meetings.
A secondary entrance should be
provided for these spaces for night
and off-season use.

Storage/Work Room

This is basically a utility room for
one staff employee. Storage consists
of sales materials, mainly in boxed
form. Exhibit storage is minimal.
A work bench with tools will be in
stalled for exhibit work and repairs.
A secondary entrance with a double
door should be provided for receiving
shipments and displays.

Public Rest Rooms

These spaces will be open to the public
24 hours a day. They will be subject to
a high flow of people as the park and
swimming/boating areas are nearby. Location
is critical as well as street proximity
and maintenance.

Additional spaces are required to make this a viable center.
Lounge and circulation areas should invite the user. An outdoor space
should be considered for a large group for talks, displays, or festiva s.
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SPACE

Reception

Display

USE FEATURES

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

-Displays to rotate
seasonally
-control

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS
(Square Feet)

12C0

Reception Lobby
Information Area
Foyer

Sales Desk, Pamphlets
Area Map, Bulletin Board
Recreation Display

Lounge Areas

Seating, Tables

Gallery

Display Boards and
Cases, Seating

Displays:
-satellite maps (2)
-geologic formations
-settlement
-indian lore
-wild life

900

Gallery

Display Boards and
Cases, Seating

Displays:
-lake development
-water resources of
N.W. Montana
-lake industries
-fish display

800

Gallery

Display cases,
tables, chairs

Rotating displays of
art, local color, etc.

600

400

SPACE

Support

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS
(Square Feet)

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

USE FEATURES

Office
Administration

Desks, Chairs, Filing

Staff

Desks, Chairs, Filing
Lockers

300

Secondary Access

200

Conference/Meeting
Storage/Work

Cabinets, Worktable, Tools

Mechanical

HVAC

100

Public Restrooms
Mens

1 Urinal, 2 Toilets,
2 Sinks

Womens

3 Toilets, 2 Sinks

200

Utility Space

Open 24 Hours/Day

400

Display and Information
Space

600

•

•

.

Circulation (10%)

5500

Total

.

'

Public Outdoor
Space (15% min.)

Landscaping, Benches,
Flags
Outdoor Viewing

Parking

30 Cars, 4-5 R.V.'s

Exterior Displays

1200 (min.)

13000

DISPLAYS AND FIXTURE INFORMATION & REQUIREMENTS

SPACE

Reception

ITEM OR DISPLAY

COMMENTS

ANTICIPATED AREA
(square feet)

Pamphlet Display

15

Area information on what to do and where to go,
vertically mounted near desk.

Sales Display

60

Books, post cards, maps, small items of local
interest, vertical display with desk, horizontal
display in desk.

Area Maps (2)

15

Of Flathead region and Montana, wall mounted.

Recreation Display

100

Satellite maps (2)

100

Seasonal display of area interest, wall mounted.

Display
Gallery A

Wall mounted murals of area and N.W. United States.

I
Geologic Formations

100 wall
10 floor

The formation of the mountains, valley and mineralogy of the area, wall mounted drawings,
samples in small display case.

Settlement

200 wall
50 floor

Drawings, photographs, sculpture, artifacts of
the settlement history of the area, wall mounted
and case.

Indian Lore

200 wall
50 floor

Wildlife

60 wall
15 floor

!

Drawings, sculpture, artifacts of the indian
history of the area, wall mounted and in cases.
Slide projection of local wildlife variable with the
season, requires small projection space plus wall space,

SPACE

ITEM OR DISPLAY

ANTICIPATED AREA
(square feet)

COMMENTS

Lake Development

100

Drawings of lake history, wall mounted.

Water Resources of
Montana and the
Northwest

100 wall

Drawings, photographs, model of water bodies
with pertinent facts and data; wall mounted and
show case.

Lake Industries

150

History of commercial and industrial aspects,
dams and resources, drawings, photographs, data
wall mounted.

Fish Display

360 cubic
feet

Wall mounted aquarium, pump housing

Gallery C

Open Display

not fixed

Drawings, paintings, sculpture, photography,
pottery, crafts,...

Outdoor Display
Area

Site Information

Variable

Plaques, signs, stands, that convey first hand
area information.

Gallery B

Development

Generation Schemes
An understanding of walls should necessarily involve a concerted
study oriented to specific application, to test and expand the principles
uncovered in the general outline, and pose new questions for search.
To forge into a design program as I normally would and abandon the content
and progression of my research, would undermine the intentions of this
thesis. My efforts then, turn to study the wall in its development and
interaction with a particular site, program, and concept for the building.
This in itself presents an in-depth experimentation and learning process
through design.
A visitor center, in my understanding, is principally a way to explore
a site through a building. It is a distinct product of context, finding
its existence in the uniqueness of its setting, and the events that have
and will come to pass there. This context involves the fundamental ideas,
functions, or necessities that give rise to the patterns that establish
a special gendre of form.
The design of walls in this preliminary study so address the idea
of controlled exploration and experience, and account for the particular
features of building and site. A form generation process results with
regard to specific response. The following is in my determination a strong
direction.,and a positive framework for both learning and a design expression.

Walls and buildings do not occur as isolated entities in spaces, they
are a part of an interrelated fabric. There are a number of walls existing
on this site that influence (with many other features) the design of the
building. Most recongnizable is the wall that separates the land and the
lake, providing the transportation link to water vehicles. The road is
in an implied wall, as is the grass hill virtually dividing the residential
core from the flat shelf of the point below. Even the lot lines are a
sense of wall, noting that man frequently orients his buildings to them.
It is with this background, and a knowledge of the site and program, that
the concepts may be developed.

To know a place, I think, man parallels barriers to
continue a search. So too, he confronts them. He walks
with the shore, a road, or the mountains. His focus is
ahead, the view that interrupts this, is side to side.
Such a motion is between the opposing phenomenon—as a
wall may reveal and order. It is also an element of
the layers that carry the town to the water.

Continuity and unity may be found through connection.
The hill, the road, the building, and the water come
together through the action of a common element. Man
moves directly with this to realize special phenomenon.
Four orders of space occur—all with different attitudes
to respond to.
Order and disorder, as line opposes curve may also
reveal passage and enhance each other.

Where two walls cross a special place is realized,
a corner. In this case, it is an information and decision
point, and a focus. Corners establish relationships of
parts to the whole. By enclosure, the distinction of
inside and out, a space is known for information.
To attend this space, and negate the hierarchy of
being on one side or the other, a wall is hollowed to
be a corridor and a primary organizing feature.

By layering passage, a number of individual experiences
can be linked and controlled in sequence. This may disting
uish an interior order of hierarchies and heighten entry
and departure.
Interest...Exposure...Reception...Display...Interest...

A number of support spaces occur that require enclosure.
They are servant to the information center. The container
orders and unites interior complexity and collection. It
allows special walls to happen with the scale of individual
spaces. The central space thus controls access.

In combining these ideas, the walls evolve as responses
to the multitude of functions and attitudes within. The
exploration is structured and yet free for improvisation.
By establishing strong order, as this, a potential exists,
to deviate or disorder, to call attention to particular
events.
The outside, perimeter walls likewise, begin to respond
to the conditions of the street, the lake and the mountains
beyond.

The framework established with this study, I think,
outlines flow patterns, spatial structure, and the inte
gration of activity, site, and building. It also evolves
with many thematic values of the Flathead region, such as
entry, orientation, enclosure and hierarchy.

Building Development
Preliminary Directions
The development of this visitor center is based on the simple ideas
of containers, connectors, and exploration. These established a means to
order, simplify, and understand a small, but complex situation. The
container unifies through a commonality, specific to situation and scale.
The connectors are in-between and join together the variety and change
within and without. The positions of the programmed spaces has been
implied previously and respond to this system. Individual articulation
is a condition of space and use.
Parking took a natural role. I sought to mass it, to alleviate an
extensive network of vehicles along the water front. Its placement to
the west end of the site corresponded to the major street access and
left the better views and green spaces unrestricted. I came to view it
as an extension of the wall actions in the building and the beginning of
a controlled sequence.
The arrangement of support spaces came in response to their relation
ship with an exterior and interior event. The Lake gallery oriented to
the water and its light, the cultural gallery to the mountains, and the
offices to the street in such a way to control the entrances. The
restrooms I thought should respond to the visitor and recreationist so
they are separated from the main group for maintenance and 24 hour operation.
In all, the development evolved as a cluster of closed spaces that re
vealed an open central, information room. This conceptual massing is
reminiscent in my thinking to the collections of local farm and ranch
yards, and the waterfront communities of Flathead Lake. The connection
spine mimics a dock.
The design embodies a number of local values and themes to evoke an
aspect of context to assist the visitor in understanding the area. Side
entries are formal, as they do not designate front or back to the street
or lake. To provide a visual main entry, a gate marks a ceremonial
beginning. The main visual orientation is to the Lake and mountains. This
combines with a deck which in turn leads to the boat dock. Docks, in fact,
abound here as their light pole and beam quality connects the buildings,
the land, and the water in simple lines. Framed systems like this in
general pronounce the walls of local materials as a skin, wrapping volumes.

My initial approach was not totally one of making a design, but in
part the experimentation with walls on a specific level. A smorgasbord
approach was stressed, to be later refined, that involved for the most
part, dualities. On the first level an ordered rigid enclosure was
established such that through contrast, deviance or exception, special
significance would emerge. The connectors were emphasized as planes,
opposed to volumes, that accepted light. The following is a brief account
of my personal interpretation of the preliminary design study.
Directional walls are a primary source to suggest motion and
orientation. Diagonals, in general, signal a tension. In this they
respond to the galleries and facades to push, pull or enclose. The
shifting action, I think, seems to be an inclusive concept like a door
that swings open. A steady plane on the other hand invites confrontation.
Curves measure and force motion on the outside passageway and in
so doing shift views to the lake. The residual spaces that occur overlap
both yard and deck to allow outdoor space to reside within the constructed
form. Metaphorically, such a motion may remind one of the wave action of
a lake. The centering quality of the curve denotes a place of reception
but teaches me how walls can display the forces of two intersecting axis
in defining space.
Spatial overlap, seen through walls, points to visual depth and the
juxtaposition of dual phenomenon. In this, the galleries extend beyond the
rigid frame to become individual and directed out. So too, can the struc
tural and weathering layers be known.
By overlapping two materials through one surface ther e exists a
possibility to juxtapose past and present, or touchable and untouchable
parts of the building. This concept also responds to functional requirement.
Double skins modify light and provide the places for stair and passage
ways, pipe chases or aquaria.

Glass must be a.controlled medium as it is a visual bridge between
the interior and exterior. Through these walls, we respond by 'touching1
the building. In this, an information area can extend the outside in,
and the inside out.
In considering each space, these ideas must be simplified and refined
to effectively convey a message and not overwhelm the participant. Order,
unity and harmony must exist for architecture to be approached. An
attempt to control response by applying a wall that is designed sympatheti
cally with the fundamental information in mind, results. The building
form in this measure is given identity by its own statement and the
subtle, biased allusions of community and environment.
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Model Studies
In this learning process, it is difficult, if not impossible, to
examine the action of walls and their effect on spatial definition in a
two dimensional drawing format. My personal investigation with respect
to this project and walls, therefore, turned to an abstract model study
to examine and refine the principles being generated. Each space is in
such a way given due consideration as individual parts within the whole of
the concept. The wall studies are, therefore, specific here to imply the
general rule.
The main objectives of the study deal with barrier and screen forms
to regulate opening, movement and focus. Shape was limited to simplicity.
The materials here were undesignated to allow their development as a
condition of space and not merely the wall. Roofs were also withheld to
emphasize the horizontal implication of space definition by the wall. As
such, this was an experiment on the local level to incorporate my own
interpretation of the phenomenon.
To shift a wall plane, such as in the facade of A, reveals an edge.
This signifies a special occurance 'beyond'. The force and direction of
this shearing action is physically established, to display a residual
overlap. This, I think, marks the complexity of space and conveys a
hierarchy of spatial tensions. As the contrasting angles oppose a regular
order a place between is formed as well. This dissolves the confrontation
between plane and space and as shown may reinforce entry motions.
To place a barrier in the line of a passage, again in A, controls
spatial participation through direction change. A window openned in that
barrier though may provide visual access to the space beyond. This links
the transition of outside to inside while controlling flow to promote
both passage and destination.
The subtle separations of wall planes can produce a number of effects.
This is pointed out in the opposition of the curve and line in B and F.
Forces in space can be articulated and clarified as one wall seemingly
breaks and warps another. Also, by separating walls, the individual
attitude of each is conveyed. By this organization, space flows between

surfaces and is constructed on parts around it, as opposed to being carved
of a mass.39 Such a separation may also express a hierarchy of meeting
walls and, therefore, orientation.
A, B, and F, in addition, explore the effect of corners. My attention
here focused on establishing real corners at a human scale to denote the
relationships of the building, the interior and the ground. Above the
visual reach of a man the corners were removed to show the participation
of space, vision and the sky. It is seen important here to positively
articulate this aspect to achieve the effect.
Walls may be known by the manipulation of horizontal planes. C and D
show that ramps, stairs or level adjustment reveal the necessary distinct
lines to imply vertical planes. Similar action in the ceiling or roof
enhances this quality since the implied dynamic forces of space are much
stronger with two given edges to respond to.
The interplay of a plane against mass to extend the mass is examined
in E. In short, this is again an investigation of layers to multiply the
dimension of an object such that interaction may occur on its boundary.
It does point to a perceptual qualification of space. Walls may be used
to enclose and divide space. With mass, however, space is perceived as
being the quantity around it. Thus the distinction of inside and outside
involve this additional dimension.
In off-setting parallel walls light may be controlled through space,
as opposed to skin. This sense of layering, explored in F, demonstrates
to me how spatial extension is possible concurrent with two systems of
containment. Glass, in such a way, finds a natural position as a void to
emphasize orientation and the dissolution of outside to inside.
Slight shifts off the wall surface are effective in conveying an attitude
of space as well. In this, line or relief results, to implicitly and
psychologically shape a realm. So too, this expresses perceivable layers
of the surface to stratify the levels of containment significant of the
given space (such as the galleries or information areas).
In each model, one notes that height is an obvious design element.
As an emotional realm, this reinforces hierarchy and use through focus
and scale/proportion. The power of vertical relief lies in the use of

differentiations to convey spatial change. As a note in passing on this
topic, as the inside is different than the outside of a building—so too,
is a ceiling a personal expression as contradicted to the roof.
The intent of this section was the development of design tools, such
that their use is not particular to specific application but as a concep
tual base for design resolution. The nature of walls incorporates these
previous expressions, as the response to space, not as an end in themselves.
As a result, these applications must rise as the means to address and
convey intent. In this situation, the visitor center concept generated
each individual case study.

Design
Architecture addresses the whole of a concept and situation, and
does not dwell in total, on parts or instances. At this stage of the
investigation, a conscious effort must be made to understand the project
as a complete building that utilizes the previous collections and experi
ments. The thesis supplements this, and any, design, as a refined
knowledge of walls becomes one means to approach the resolution of concepts
and intentions. In this effort, the idea and use of walls remains principal.
They are primary in organizing and communicating content, and come to
specifically address spatial definition, function, and the response to
local site conditions.
My intentions for the development of a design are, in general, a
response to the concepts previously formulated. This also includes the
more latent concerns and ideas that emerge through the design process.
This, in all, continues and refines the form generations initiated in the
schematic phases to approach an expressive, viable building that expands
the content of the thesis itself. These are some of the considerations
I have dealt with.
In siting the Flathead Visitor Center, I think the overall development
of the waterfront must be an initial concern. In this, the Center will not
exist as an isolated entity, but as a valuable part of a recreation area.
The connection of each feature can enhance the potential of the entire
point for activity. As a result, the parking becomes a convenience for
the docks, parks, and the building.
The Center, in response to these conditions, should be an extension
of them. Its resolution may then be seen as a medium to experience the
local environment through, in a controlled interaction process. In this
note, I feel the building should respond to the site—in recognition of
the lake, street, and land forms—as a 'between' to define the occasion,
control views, and distinguish passage. This, too, must deal with the
transition from land to building to water, and back, in which a sense of
layering and confrontation is inevitable. As such, my research on the
wall as building, and juxtaposition may be incorporated.

The building development, to me, greatly involves the on-going
idea of explaining the site through an appropriate sense of form and
spatial configuration. In this regard, the manipulation of flow and
sequence, in a comprehendible and interesting manner is a major consid
eration. The position of barriers, screens, layers or openings key the
design expression to intent. The value of the wall to achieve movement
and its perceptual qualities are involved too.
As this building is for people, the aspects of order, unity, conti
nuity and harmony are important features. These are principal in function,
basic understanding and completeness. Through these measures, special
orders may occur to highlight certain actions and achieve a more intimate
relationship with the building. This, to me, is the mark of a personal
place, and a way to approach the joy in an environment, which all buildings
deserve. As such, I look at the container, connector, and directional
walls eluded to, as positive elements. My concerns here are founded in
the observation that
many visitor centers tend to stack anonymous
spaces in random, without due regard for an information process.
To refine the configuration, the very nature of the different spaces
begins to suggest that the roles of served/servant, open/closed, public/
staff, be clarified and expanded. In this, the design of the information
area will respond to the concepts of focus or centrality, in regard to
operation and hierarchy. So too, it is a place of activity and view. The
closed spaces might, therefore, be considered in the sense of walls to
define space. As an added educational concern, I see a potential for the
configuration and order to express the exhibit itself and reflect a regional
scheme. In this, my intention is to draw up the thematic values of the
area to compliment and promote both building and environment.
For visitors to relate to the Center, I think that it must initially
express its own unique character. Through this it may be known for its
purpose and identity. As an interpretive facility one senses the formality
associated with galleries or places of learning. But, I also think it should
be inviting and present the casualness of a place for all types of visitors.
The attitude of the walls may thus be articulated to convey a response to
such forces as reception, institution, light, structure or weather.
By a similar token, such a building should involve a sense of the
region and possibly recapture the themes of the special conditions that

that exist in a rich setting. In this, both physical and symbolic content
can be found in form and construct. The Center as a whole must react to
the immediate environment as well, in the concern for massing, texture,
form or even history, that interrelates those provisions of site and
building. In this sense the marginal but distinctive built features of
the area are of note. Here one finds, for example, a long standing
tradition of wood and stone, or masonry incorporated in the sturdy log
lodges, or spontaneous dock systems. One must also look at the environ
ment of the tourist idiom and the economically based local building
expression (that shows little notariety for the location). Water and
climate have bred certain contextual themes as well.

Spatial development of the Center is also the property of the over
lying intentions, and must approach function as well. To this end clear,
accommodating spaces lend to flexibility in display and group gathering.
As the exhibits are primary, my studies on the effects of perceptually
receding walls is complimentary.

In conjunction, displays and art pieces require the special control
of light and security. Too many times though, visitor centers are too
closed to the view outside of the actual subject matter they display.
In this regard, the views should be capitalized on to relate real and
informative images. In short, the building should open and close without
forsaking control or the measure of 'insidedness' which promotes an inner
focus. As such, openings become the climax of an exploration.
Along these same lines, I look to make the building 'touchable' for
people. In this, movement may be emphasized by designing appealing surfaces
for high use areas. So too, the materials will evolve for people and the
building.

To facilitate this design in all respects, the properties and
abilities of walls may be called on to achieve certain actions based in
the concept. This, in fact, forms an organizing theme as the action of
walls in my understanding of them, compliments building attitude. This,
in brief, is the emphasis and relevance of this entire design section.
A questioning process is inherent. In particular: How does a wall
organize movement or reveal connection?...How does it support reception
or enclosure?...What type of wall addresses the street or lake?.... The
research provides a framework to approach each specifically to deal with
size, shape, system and so on. The intentions generate the individual
expression. In this manner, I return to the thesis body throughout for
schematic assistance to facilitate design. On the specific level of site
and program the intentions are articulated and documented in the design
itself.
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